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1. Introduction. For a measure preserving transformation on finite measure
space, we shall define, in Section 2, a "random recurrence time" into a measurable
set. It is, as it will be shown, a generalization of both ordinary recurrence time
and successive recurrence time introduced by W. Roos [ 3 ].

In Section 3, we shall show some asymptotic properties of the random
recurrence time in the sense of time means and as an application we shall prove a
generalized integral theorem of Kac. The idea in our theorems is due to S. Tsurumi
[4], but the pattern of the proof is slightly different from his.

In the same section, we shall further remark that the random recurrence time
is nothing but a "stopping time of dynamical system" introduced by J. Neveu [ 2 ],
that is, we shall make an analysis of the stopping time from a different point of
view.

2. Definition of random recurrence time. Let (X, S3, μ) be a finite measure
space. We begin with a definition of the sojourn time.

DEFINITION 1. Let T be an invertible measure preserving transformation on
the space (X, S3, μ) and D any measurable set of X with a positive measure. For
the set D and the transformation T, we call "sojourn time" the sequence of
measurable functions {φn(

x)}n=o on X defined as follows;

For any xe \^JT~ιD, put by induction

φo(χ) = 0, φx(x) = lD(Tx) ,

oo

where 1D is the indicator of the set D, and for any xz X\\J T~iD9 put
i=0
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for all n^O.

From the definition we can see easily

and

φn+m{x) = φn{x)

for any xzX.

Poincare's recurrence theorem states that

φn[x) > oo as n > oo

for any xz \jT~lD a.e.

The ordinary recurrence time r{x) of the transformation T in the set D is

defined a. e. in X as follows

( min. {/>0 Tιx D} if xz D,
r(x) =

I 0 iίxzX\D

and the successive recurrence time [rn(x)}n=o of the transformation T in the set

D is defined a. e. in X inductively

ro(x) = 0, rx{x) = r(x)

rn+1(x) = rn(x) + rλ{Tr^x) (n ̂  1)

By the property of the sojourn time, we can alternate equivalent definition

of r(x) and {rn(x)}n=o a.e. in X, that is,

r(x) = min. {Z^O; φξ(x) = lD(x)}

and

rn{x) = min. {1^0; <pt(x) = nlD{x)}.

DEFINITION 2. Let n(x) be a non-negative integer valued measurable function
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such that n(x) is positive on D and zero on X\D. For any xz X a. e., put

r*(x) = min. {/^0; ^(Λ:) = «(*)} .

If the family of measurable sets

is a partition of X up to a set of measure zero, r*(x) is said to be a random
recurrence time of the transformation T in the D.

It is clear that the random recurrence time is a generalization of both ordinary

and successive recurrence times.
It is also easy to show that the transformation T r * c o :

Tr*(x)x = Tιx if r*(x) = I

is invertible and measure preserving.
Using the notation of the successive recurrence time, we can write for any

x € X a. e.

r*{x) = rnCx,(x)

where

rn<xΛx) = rn(x) if n(x) = n.

The family of measurable sets

is a partition of X up to a set of measure zero.

3. Generalized integral theorem. Before we investigate the asymptotic

properties of the random recurrence time, we state Tsunami's theorem which our

theorem depends on.

THEOREM 1 (S. Tsurumi). Let T be a measure preserving transformation
on X and r[x) an ordinary recurrence time of T in any measurable set D
with a positive measure. Then
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oo

1 if x€ \JT~nD

r(x) = l i m ^ Σ,r(T*x) =
n 71

0 if xzX\\JT~nD
a. e.

PROOF. We give an alternative prcκ)f.
By the individual ergodic theorem, the limit function

exists for a. e. x £ X, that is,

lim
m

exists for a. e. x € X.
For the successive recurrence time [rn{x)} of T in D, if we put

m(x) = rn{x)

then m{x) is a non-negative integer valued measurable function and for e^ch n and
for a. e. x

where m = m(x). By the definition of the successive recurrence time, m—>oo as

n -> oo for a. e. x € \J T'nD. Since

1

—

the limit function

\im~-rn(x)
TO—»oo F l

exists for a. e. x^ \JT~nD.
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First we shall show the result for xz D.

For any sufficiently large integer n, we can find a positive integer N such that
rN-1(x)^n<rN(x)y then

1 n-l -. N-l

J=Q

j=0

Therefore for each

—

<—rN(x)^rN(x)/rN-x(x)

Since N—>oo as w—>oo, we write

1 < lim rN(x) < 1

As we have shown, the limit function liπχ-jj-rN(x) exists a. e. in D, and we get

r{x) = li

a. e. in D.
oo

For any .x in the set \^)T~nD, we can find an positive integer n0 such that
n=l

Tn°x€ A T^α:€ . f \D (for all m<n0).

If we put

then for any sufficiently large integer n, we can find a positive integer N such that
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rN-i(y) + no^n<rN(y) + n0.

By the discussion similar to the case x € D

and

Σ , ( ) ^ Σ
71 fc=0 k=n0

n-no-l

= -^ Σ r
i=0

So for a.e. xz \JT~nD

71 = 1

r(x) = lim Σr(Tk*

Thus we get

for a.e. xz \JT~nD.
n=0

oo

Finally if xz X\\J T~nD, then
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for all integers k^O, that is,

r(Tkx) = 0

and

_ 1 »-i

r(x) = lim — Σ,r(T*x) = 0.
k=0

This completes the proof.

In the proof of Theorem 1, we did not make an explicit use of the integrability
of the recurrence time r{x). The integrability of a non-negative measurable function
f(x) on a finite measure space X is deduced from the integrability of

-. 71-1

n—*oo n

where T is a measure preserving transformation on X ( [4 ] , Lemma). Therefore

from Theorem 1, the ordinary recurrence time is an integrable function.

Using Theorem 1, we shall prove some results of the same type for the

random recurrence time as for the ordinary recurrence time. We need the following

lemmas. The idea in Lemma 1 is due to J. Neveu (Theorem 8 in [ 2 ]).

LEMMA 1. Let r*(x) = rnCx)(x) = rnCx)(x,D) be a random recurrence time
of an invertible measure preserving transformation T in a measurable set D
with a positive measure. If we put

( n(x) — 1 if x£ D,
mx(x) =

I 0 ifxzX\D,

then rmιCx)(x) is also a random recurrence time of the transformation T in

the set Dχ= [x; m1(x)>0}, that is, there exists a non-negative integer valued

measurable function nγ(x) such that

rmιω(x) = rmtCz>(x, D) = rnιCx>(x, A )

for any xzX and the family of measurable sets
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is a partition of X up to a set of measure zero, where the notation r( ,DX)
is assigned to the recurrence time of the transformation T in the set Du

PROOF. If mx(x) = 0, that is, if x belongs to X\A>

^micχ)(^) = r*{x) = 0 .

Then we put for any x e X\DX

nλ(x) = 0.

Since D includes D19 for any xe Dx such that mx{x) — m there exists a positive
integer n such that

rm(x,D) = rn(x, D x).

Then we put for any x € Dx

nx{x) = n.

The function nx[x) is thus defined for every xeX. We show that rniCx>(x,Dι) is
a random recurrence time of the transformation T in the set Du

Since rnCx^(x) is a random recurrence time of the transformation T in the set
D, the family

[T^{x; n(x) = n}]~=0

is a partition of X up to a set of measure zero, and

[T'*^{x; mx(x) = Λ - 1 } ,

is also a partition of X up to a set of measure zero. Because T r i ( 0 is the invertible
measure preserving transformation on X. Then Trwi( )('} is also an invertible measure
preserving transformation on X. Since rmιCx^(x, D) = rniCx^(x, Dx), the family

is a partition of X up to a set of measure zero. Lemma is proved.

By Lemma 1, we can obtain a sequence of the random recurrence times
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inductively. We define

and rnxιX)[x, Dι) as in Lemma 1. Suppose that rni(x, DJ is defined for some integer
i. We define rnUlCx^(x, D1+ι) as follows: Put

I nt(x) — 1 if x <Ξ Dt.
mί+1(x) =

( 0 if x €

and

then by Lemma 1, there exists ni+1(x) such that rnuιCx^(x, Dί+1) is a random
recurrence time of the transformation T in the set Di+X.

The next lemma is well known as a probabilistic interpretation of the individual
ergodic theorem, (see, p. 351 in [ 1 ])

LEMMA 2. Let T be a measure preserving transformation on a finite
measure space X. For any integrable function f

l i m — Σf(T*x) = M\f\ <&](x) a, e. in X

where © is the σ-algebra of T-invariant measurable sets up to a set of

measure zero and Mf/|@] is the conditional mean of f with respect to ©.

Now let us prove a limit theorem for the random recurrence time. We use
the same notations about the sequence of the random recurrence times in the
remark of Lemma 1.

THEOREM 2. Let r*(α:) = rn ( X)(.r) be a random recurrence time of the
transformation T in the set D. Then for each z Ξ̂  0

lim—Στ*(T*x) =

a. e.

0 if x£X\\JT~nD0
n=0

ί+1 if xz\JT-nD\\JT-«Di+ι
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PROOF. We begin with the case i — 0. By the property of the successive

recurrence time and by Lemma 1

r*(x) = rnCx>(x) = rmι<M + rx(Tr^^x)

for any xzX. We consider the limit function

f(x) = lim—Σ.rι(Tr»ιi.)<'-™Tkx)

for any x £ X. We denote by S for the sake of simplicity the transformation

Trni('){''Dι) and by © the σ-algebra of T-invariant measurable sets up to a set of

measure zero. Then *S@ is the σ-algebra of STS~λ -invariant measurable sets up to

a set of measure zero. Because, if E is any T-invariant measurable set then

= STE = SE

up to a set of measure zero and if F is any STS~ι-invariant measurable set then

T{S-Ψ) = S-^STS'^F = S'Ψ

up to measure zero. Further any T-invariant measurable set is obviously AS-invariant,

that is,

S<5 = ®

If we put for a. e. xzX

y = Sx

M[r1 |S@](:y)

M[r1|@](3>)

r(Sx) a. e.
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We have applied the individual ergodic theorem to rx with respect to the trans-
formation STS~\

By Theorem 1, r is a T-invariant function, that is, ^-invariant function.
Therefore

r(χ) = r(Sx) = r{x)

for a. e. x<= X. Then for a. e. xz X

lmx^-Στ*(T*x) = Hm^Σrnιω(T^x9D1)+7(x).
n-oo ΐl k=Q n^oo n k=Q

For any xz \JT-nD0\\JT-»D1
0 0J 1

n=0

and for any xeX\\JT-*D9
71=0

r*(Tkx) = 0.

Therefore

,0 iίxzX\\JT-DΛ,

oo oo

' 1 if x e \J T~nD0\ \J T~nD1. a. e.
l y >

71=0 71=0

For the case z > 0, we use the discussion of the case i = 0 inductively. Namely by
the equation for any z > 0

rjx, A) = r Λ W (* , A) + rι(Tr*M<*)<*»*x,Dt)

= rnjx, A+i) + n f ^ ^ ^ , A)

We can show that

1 n-i

lim-^ E nίT^tO^ ^^Λ:, A)
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oo

if x&X\{jT-"D(. a.e.

Therefore the proof is completed.

Now we can prove a generalized integral theorem of Kac. We use the same
notations as in Theorem 2.

COROLLARY. For a random recurrence time r*(x) of the transformation
T in the set D,

J
ί=0 \n=0

in the sense that, if the right hand side is finite so is the left hand side and
they are equal, and if the right hand side is infinite so is the left hand side,

PROOF. If the right hand side is finite, by the individual ergodic theorem

[r*(x)dμ{x) =
J n k=Q

ί=0

If the right hand is infinite, then we put for a fixed integer N,

r*m(x) = rnjf+lix)(x, D*+1) + r^T^^^^x, DN)

+ + rάT ωO Ήx, A).

Obviously r*iN)(x) increases to r*(x) as N-^oo. By the monotone convergence
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theorem

fj-*(x)dμ(x) = IJmf r*m(x)dμ{x)

J
ί= 0 \ i=0

We remark that r*{N)(x) is not always a random recurrence time because the
requirement about the partition in Definition 2 is uncertain. Finally we illustrate
the random recurrence time by simple example.

Let X=[0,1] be the unit interval with the ordinary Lebesgue measure μ and
T an invertible measure preserving transformation on X such that

L ' Ή = L ^
Put

and we consider the recurrence time of T in Do.
Obviously the ordinary recurrence time in Do is following

/I if

r(x, Do) = 2 if xz\-^-,

0 if

3 ' 3

m
Next we define a random recurrence time of T in Do as follows Put

n(x) =

•i if *«[α-f]

s if
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then r*(x) = rnCx)(x, A ) is a random recurrence time. Indeed,

cχ>Cr, A ) =

rx(x, A ) = 1 if

rz(x, A ) = 5 if T_!__2l

L 3 ' 3 J
and the family

is a partition of X.
Further Lemma 1 states the following with respect to the example. Put

-[I ' I]
and

[3 ' 3]1 if xe\

0 if a:e|Q,-s-U-T-,l|.

Then

ίtx>(x> Do) = rniCx>(x, A )

and

rnix>(x> A) = n(x, A)

About Theorem 1 and Corollary, since

:, A
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\JT-"Do = X, \JT-"A - X,
n=0 n=0

we have

l i m — Σ,r*{T*x) = 1 + 1 = 2 a. e. in X,
n— n k=o

and

f r*(x)dμ(x) = J\JT-»D0) + μl\JT-"D1
*X \ n=0 / \ n=0

= 2μ(x) = 2 .
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